
EDUCATIONAL WORK 

In 2016, 1709 educational events were organized. It includes the following 

directions: education of the civil position and political-legal culture - 534 events, 

legal education 230 events, education of aesthetic culture 433 events, on education 

of physical culture and the formation of a healthy lifestyle 215 events, in the 

direction of labor education 297 events. More than 90% of students from all 

courses were involved in the activities conducted at the faculties and at the 

university. 

Education of civil position and political and legal culture of the future 

specialists is carried out through the formation of a high spiritual and civil-moral 

position among students, which is today the priority task of the educational policy 

of the university: 

- Celebration of Nauryz Meiramy. everywhere on the faculties  

Passes a rich sports and entertainment program, establishing the national yurt  

- Celebrating the Day of Unity of the People of Kazakhstan. Every year, every 

faculty represent one nationality, demonstrating national cuisine, clothes and 

dance. 

- Celebrating Victory Day, which begins with meetings with participants of the 

Great Patriotic War in all faculties, where students heard different stories and new 

facts about the war from primary sources, shared impressions and asked interesting 

questions for which received exhaustive answers. 

- Celebration of state symbols of the Republic of Kazakhstan. Massive auto race 

passed through the streets of the city carrying state symbols 

- Annual lessons of "Zhubanov Studies", conducted at the university for 

acquaintance freshmen with the personality of Kudaibergen Zhubanov, with a life 

way and academic activity. 

- On the eve of the 25th anniversary of Independence, a competition of young 

poets "Zhyrlas jastar zhyrlasyn". 

- Internet relay race to the Day of state symbols « Қазақстан 

әрімнің жүрегінде ». 

- September 30, 2016 held a seminar on the 25th anniversary 

Independence of the Republic of Kazakhstan "25 Ideas of the Future" within the 

framework of project "Youth in Science", dedicated to undergraduates 1 course 

and future young university teachers for the exchange of scientific 

experience 

To discuss the annual message of the head of state N.Nazarbayev to the 

people of Kazakhstan "The third modernization of Kazakhstan: global 

competitiveness" the following round tables were held "5 industrial reforms","100 

concrete steps" 



An important place in the upbringing process is education civil position and 

political and legal culture. This is realized through such events as: 

- discussion of the annual Message of the President N.Nazarbayev to the people of 

Kazakhstan; 

- actions, supporting the annual Message of the President N.Nazarbayev to 

the people of Kazakhstan; 

- meetings with representatives of the party "Nur Otan", with deputies regional and 

city maslikhat, with representatives of the issues of youth policy, the Office of 

Internal Policy, Department of Culture and Language Development, Department of 

Religious Affairs issues of the Aktobe region and prominent political, scientific 

and cultural figures of the Republic of Kazakhstan; 

- Meeting on the topic " Діни экстремизимнің алдын алу шаралары" with 

Specialist for Youth Affairs of the Spiritual Directorate of Muslims 

Kazakhstan branch of the Aktobe region Turekhanov Asylkhan 

Nrtayevich. Asylkhan Nurtayevich told the students about religious 

trends and their impact on youth. 

- A round table was organized with the head of the Information- analytical center 

"Aksar" Suleimenov Zhandaulet Otarbaevich and with Head of the "Center for the 

Study of Religious Issues" Office on affairs of religions of the South Kazakhstan 

Region. 

- Meeting with the representative of the Department of Internal Affairs of 

Kurmanbekova Lyaila Berkinovna on the prevention of violations among young 

people. 

Much attention in ARSU is paid to the legal education of students. The legal 

culture of students is formed through work of "School of legal knowledge", the 

club "Themis" and the Legal Clinic. "Legal clinic", "School of legal knowledge", 

the club "Themis" are designed to enhance the legal culture and legal knowledge of 

the University students all year round. To form a legal culture of students, legal 

classes for students are organized. Classes are held by teachers of the Faculty of 

Law for students, as well as a lecture group of students.  

The priority direction in the educational process is also education of 

aesthetic culture, diversified development of youth, their creative abilities, skills of 

self-education, self-realization of personality. To realize these tasks, the University 

has clubs on interests. In order to organize leisure of students in the University 

there are 35 groups of interests, 18 sports sections, 6 clubs, student theater, legal 

clinic "Themis", the headquarters of the student labor group, the school of legal 

knowledge. 

The student's administration consists of 1600 students. Of these, 26 - 

organizational management, 80 students are members of the student organization 



of self-management on faculties. Student administration carries out coordination of 

the work of such youth organizations as MK "Zhas Otan" at the ARSU, the 

debating club "Ritor", the debating club "Zaman bizdiki", youth movement 

"University of KVN ligas", club "Kyz parasaty", association of young poets 

"Tarazy", 2 student councils of dormitories, student theater "Kemal", social project 

"Serpin", volunteer club "Үмітің үзілмесін", the headquarters of "Atameken". 2 

Representative of the student are members of the Academic Council. 

February 23-24, 2016-2017 academic year, 20 university students, and 

it is distinguished, winners of scientific conferences and Olympiads participated in 

the training seminar on the program "Ideas that change the world" "Kazakhstan 

zholy: Mangilik El", which was held in the library of the leader of the nation. 

Effectiveness of various youth organizations of the university determined by 

victories in competitions: 

- In honor of the celebration of the 25th anniversary of the Republic of Kazakhstan, 

MK Zhas Otan was awardednomination "The best image project" in the 

Republican the competition " Жастар - Отанға!"; 

- Members of the student rectorate took 2nd place in the championship "Kемел 

кәсіпкер", thereby getting a ticket to the pre-training camp. 

- For active participation in the election commission of the party "Nur Otan" 

elections of deputies of Mazhilis of the Parliament and maslikhats of the Republic 

Kazakhstan Bertlyuev Adelbek, Nurzhanov Alimzhan, Bayanbaev Қuanysh, 

Murzagulov Erkhan, Sambaeva were all awarded honorary letters from Nur Otan 

party chairman N.Nazarbayev; 

- 3 place in the Republican Delphic Games Yesenzholova Aқtilek; 

- 1st place in the XXXVII Eurasian Student Festival 

" На николаевском" by Ubaidollaev Adilkhan; 

- Urazalin Azat, Zhakipova Arshat Grand Prix winners in the tournament on 

the debate on the Cup of the Akim of the region B.Saparbayev; 

- Sizova Maria Sergeevna - participant of the 28th Winter Universiade, ІІІ 

place with the result of 2.07.41 in the 3rd stage of skating in 

distance of 1500 meters among women, ІІІ place with the result of 1.23.19 

at a distance of 1000 meters for the Cup of Kazakhstan among women, ІІІ 

place among women in the distance of 3000 meters for the Cup of the Republic 

Kazakhstan; 

- Yahya Dosbol "Speaker of the Year". 

Depending on the interests, more than 50% of full-time students attend 

sports sections, clubs and clubs. At the university, depending on the interests of 

students, there are several clubs: debating club "Ritor", debating club "Zaman 



bizdiki", teams of KVN "Fillandia", "From Tech", "Glucose", " Біздің нұсқа", 

which represent University in city and republican festivals and games, student 

scientific society (SSS), student theater "Zhabanov Shahari", dance ensemble 

"Gulnar", association of young poets "Taraz", orchestra of dombra players. 

Representatives of debating clubs every year participate in urban, regional, 

republican tournaments and are rewarded with prizes: 

- debating club "Zaman bіzdіkі" - regional debate tournament in honor of the 25th 

anniversary Independence of the Republic of Kazakhstan "BEST SPEAKER"; III 

republican tournament in the city of Uralsk the 2 nd place; Atyrau Regional 

Regional Debate tournament "ASU CUP" 1st place. 

- debating club "Ritor" - III republican tournament in the city of Uralsk 3rd 

a place; Teambuilding "Uralsk city", which was organized in Within the 

framework of the III republican tournament the 2nd place. 

Teams of KVN "Fillandia", "From Tech", "Glucose", " Біздің нұсқа" holders of 

permits of the Republican Central League: 

- KVN team "Fillandia" - champion of the Regional Premier League; 

- KVN team "Bіzdі nұsқa" - Aktobe Region League 2nd place. 

For accommodation of out-of-town students there are 2 dormitories in the 

university. All conditions for comfortable living of students in the dormitory are 

created: a shower room, a household room with a refrigerator and an electric stove, 

gym, computer room with WI-FI network, recreation room where the network 

TV. Every day specialists of the department for educational work together with 

student council of the university for students, tracks social conditions. 

In accordance with the regulations on the hostels of the university, for orphans 

dormitory is provided free of charge, as well as for students social project "Serpin" 

places in dormitories out of turn. 215 events were held to create a healthy lifestyle, 

who attended more than 90% of students in full-time study of physical culture. 

To implement measures for the formation of physical fitness and healthy 

students have one of the best sports facilities in the world. Republic of Kazakhstan, 

which includes: 

- a sports complex with a capacity of 1200 seats, where simultaneously are 

engaged in gymnastics, wrestling, sports games, athletic gymnastics, shooting and 

table tennis; 

- Three gaming sports halls, the total area of which (including swimming pool) is 

7420 sq.m. or per student 1.2 sq.m. 

- shooting range, equipped for shooting; 

- 25 meter swimming pool; 

- ski base. 



Sports halls are built in accordance with the requirements of the SNiP for 

designing of sports facilities.  

The most significant events: - The 28th Winter Universiade, in 

which took part Sizova Maria Sergeevna-student of the 3rd year 

university; 

For the preparation of sports teams for sports for reserve the national team of 

the Republic of Kazakhstan organized sports clubs. National teams for different 

sports participated in the World and Asian Championship, in international, 

republican, regional and urban competitions. 

University teachers are also winners and winners of city, regional, 

republican competitions. Exactly: 

- Sizova Maria Sergeevna - participant of the 28th Winter Universiade, ІІІ place 

with the result of 2.07.41 in the 3rd stage of speed skating at the distance 1500 

meters among women, ІІІ place with the result of 1.23.19 for a distance of 1000 

meters for the Cup of Kazakhstan among women, the third place among women in 

distance of 3000 meters for the Cup of the Republic of Kazakhstan; 

- Koyshybaev Elaman - 1 place in the Championship of Kazakhstan on Judo in the 

city Semei; 

- Aiymbetov Abat - a member of the national team of the Republic of Kazakhstan 

for football; 

- Atiyazov Bauyrzhan - 2 place in taekwondo GTP held in the city Moldova. In 

accordance with the Regulations on the website of the ARGU there is a website 

University, as well as the newspaper "Auteba University". Where daily is active 

information on the activities carried out and the upcoming events (in the form of 

news, announcements), achievements in different spheres activities. 

There is a radio wave "ARSU TIMES" at the university. And at the same 

time in social networks spread the information. Subscribers in the social network 

"arsu_official" instagram reached 5000 people. There are also accounts in such 

networks as (Facebook, Instagram, Vkontakte, YouTube) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Implementation of Indicators of the effectiveness of the implementation 

of the Plan strategic development for 2016 

Indicators of the success of educational activities 

№ index unit plan 

2016 

fact 

2016 
warning 

1 Percentage of participants 

in youth public associations 

% 85   

 Student's rectorate quantity 666 666  

 MK "Zhas Otan" of the 

party "Nur" Otan » 

    

2 Percentage of students 

active participation in the 

implementation of 

activities in the field of 

youth policy and 

patriotic education from 

the total number 

% 90 90  

3 proportion of students 

attending 

leisure activities 

% 80 80  

4 proportion of students 

sports-mass work 

% 75 75  

5 coverage of students 

employed in sports sections 

from the general 

number of full-time 

students offices 

% 50 50  

6 proportion of students 

employed in creative 

associations, artistic 

initiative 

% 65 65  

7 number of team members 

" Жасыл ел " and student 

construction detachments 

quantity 280 280  

8 meetings with 

representatives of religious 

confessions 

% 20 20  

9 proportion of students 

housing in dormitories, 

from total number of non-

resident students, full-time 

department, in need of a 

dormitory 

% 50 50  

 


